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It’s Christmas time again at UCLU! Grace Barnett’s
buggered up the Christmas card list, Andrew Caddy’s
overdosed on someone’s festive nuts and James
Hodgson’s devoured a whole raw turkey. But at least
you’ve still got us to cheer you up...
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Down Your Union
While Andrew Caddy blows his democracy wad over a tight Council membership,
Mandy manhandles the London Living Wage.
Having kept quiet for most
of this term, the sabbatical officers are now looking to improve
the Union’s democratic structure by drowning Union Council
in verbose paperwork. On 24th
November, Council received no
fewer that seven Special Resolutions to amend various parts of
the Union’s Standing Orders,
mostly from Finance & Democracy Officer Andrew Caddy.
Each of these resolutions has
to be passed at two meetings
of council. As there is only so
long at each Council meeting
before too many Union officers
get bored and leave, the resolutions will no doubt be using up
the time of the Union’s elected
officials well into the New Year.
While The Cheese Grater
has neither the inclination nor
the patience [or the space. Ed.]
to describe the proposed resolutions in full, here are a few salient points:
1) The Media Management
Committee is to be disbanded.
The committee is supposedly
responsible for coordinating the
actions of Rare FM, Film & TV
Soc, Photo Soc, Anime Soc, Pi
Media and this lowly rag. Despite a move to meetings limited to 30 minutes every three
weeks, the last four meetings of
2008/09 were cancelled due to
poor attendance. The solution?
The committee has finally resolved to give up the ghost, with
Student Activities Officer James
Hodgson claiming that the Union’s media societies “function
very well independently”. If you
say so…
2) The Sabbatical Officers
want to simplify their job descriptions drastically, removing
most of their specific responsibilities to leave just basic statements of value. Also omitted are
the requirements to meet with
the Provost and with University

Poverty Wages...

of London Union sabbatical officers. To give an idea of just
how generalised the sabbies’ descriptions are to become: while
the current descriptions stand at
a whopping 3,330 words in total, the proposed replacements
take up just 672.
3) A “Sustainability Committee” is to be formed, presumably with the intention of producing environmentally-friendly
paperwork.

LGBT Broadband
4) “Networks”, similar to
the Welfare Groups proposed
last year (see CG 19), are to be
set up to help various minority and special interest groups,.
These will act as permanent
societies that can be formed by
UCL Council and do not require
a set number of members in order to be affiliated. Examples include LGBT, Black and Minority
Ethnic, Disabled, and Women’s
Networks.
5) The Finance Commit-

tee is to merge with the Services
Committee to form the, err, Finance and Services Committee.
6) The membership of Union Council is to be slashed by
excluding halls representatives,
cutting the number of faculty
representatives, and getting rid
of the Campaigns and Equal
Opportunities Officer. While
the latter was probably a mistake (Andrew Caddy submitted
an amendment to include the
C&EO shortly after submitting
the resolution itself), the other
changes are intentional and
would leave various parts of the
student body without a voice
at Council. As such, a second
amendment has been submitted
by Environment and Ethics Officer Craig Griffiths with a view
to reinstating all those to be removed from Council in the first
place. Thus, while the resolution
aims to make Council run more
smoothly, it will no doubt cause
Council to waste time by arguing amongst itself over its own
membership.

Following the Union’s motion for UCL to pay its staff the
London Living Wage, UCL Union itself has come under scrutiny. On 24th November, Union
Council debated and eventually
rejected a motion stating that
the Union should pay the Living Wage to its own staff, such
as students working part-time in
its shops and bars. Clinical President Amanda ‘Mandelson’ Smith
began the discussion with a procedural motion that observers be
excluded from the meeting, but
lost the vote. The minutes note
that Mandy later claimed that
the Living Wage was “intended
for specific groups such as single parent families”, only for
someone to inform her that it
would be “illegal to pay certain
staff members from different social groups different wages for
the same job”. Another Council member helpfully suggested
that “if people would work for
lower wages then current wages
should remain as they are”. UCL
is certainly the champion of the
proletariat…

Cash Whored
Meanwhile, Andrew Caddy was criticised for circulating
an email containing misleading statements about the Living
Wage motion. Caddy claimed
that the Union’s average wage
of £5.73 is 20% above the minimum wage – it is, but only for
those aged 18-21. For staff aged
22 and over, the pay is barely
above the legal minimum, and
nowhere near the £7.60 of the
Living Wage. Caddy also argued
that the Union cannot afford
to pay its staff a decent rate,
which is odd considering both
the £8.70 that LSE Union pays
its staff, and the £5 million that
UCL Union currently has in the
A.A.
bank.

Cuts Loom at UCL
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Exposed: more details on the funding crisis at College
Alex Ashman
As reported in last issue, UCL
plans to cut up to 400 staff and thus
reduce spending by 6% (£20m),
all in order to prepare for a drop
in government funding that UCL
Provost Professor Malcolm Grant is
practically inviting. With the formal
consultation period over, these cuts
are soon to become real and the war
between UCL and the trade unions
will begin.

Do Your Wurst
College’s senior management
are unlikely to read the redundancies
aloud from atop the portico –
rather, they will use ‘salami tactics’,
quietly slicing through departments
one by one in an attempt to
minimise resistance. Wary of this,
the University and College Union
is making its stand now, refusing
to accept proposed cuts in UCL’s
Information Services Division.
Though

the

ISD

has

historically been immune to cuts,
its recently-departed director Chris
Randle had other ideas. Randle was
no doubt appointed to ‘restructure’
the ISD – having outsourced UCL’s
new email service to Microsoft
(see CG 22), he looked to make at
least ten compulsory redundancies.
All this came while Randle was on
£690k per year (compared to the
£210k salary for his predecessor in
2008). These were hardly popular
moves, and Randle resigned at the
end of November for personal
reasons, having intended to stay with
UCL for five years. Unfortunately,
his plans will likely continue.
Just a handful of cuts in ISD
would have serious consequences
for staff and students. Upgrades to
the Cluster and Staff WTS systems
have already been on hold since
the summer due to a lack of staff
and the intense workload required.
Cuts would do much to cement this
situation, leaving users stuck with old
software and frequent breakdowns.

The Resistance

With further redundancies planned
amongst staff responsible for the
Portico, timetabling and room
booking systems, it may not be
long before the whole College
is paralysed by insufficient tech
support. With UCL’s Director of HR
having admitted to the University
and College Union that “all but
one redundancy [in ISD] could be
avoided”, it clearly lies with UCL
to avoid job losses and prevent
both organisational chaos and strike
action.

2+10 = 6+?
If the Provost does indeed
push through this first wave of
redundancies, further cuts are likely
to follow. After all, the 6% cuts
were first proposed at a time when
UCL was awaiting an increase
in government funding from the
Higher Education Funding Council
for England (a body on which
Malcolm Grant happens to sit).
Curiously, that increase became a

preying on College minds

UCL stands to lose one
member of staff for every 55
students; LCC, meanwhile, has
lost a mere one per 157 (if LCC
management are to be believed). Put

another way, while LCC addressed a
deficit of £1.3m, UCL looks to cut
costs by £20m.
LCC’s careful “restructuring”
meant the cutting of 16 out of its 19
public relations courses, and lead one
of the remaining course directors to
resign in protest. Students swamped
the office of Sandra Kemp, head of
LCC, leading the management to call
a meeting with the angry students.
This only made things worse as
Kemp was tactless in the extreme,
claiming that “it is immaterial to me
whether the students like me”. PR
students were left with no choice but
to occupy a lecture theatre, staying
there for two nights until a court
order was used to eject them.

A closer look at the figures
makes things more worrying still.
The cuts are based partly on a
budgeted 8% increase in staff costs
this year, despite the fact that staff
are being offered a 0.5% pay rise.
Also, UCL expects an 8% increase in
research grants this year. As research
grants make up a third of UCL’s total
income, this would be more than
enough to compensate a 2% drop in
other funding.
Finally, (and most worrying of
all), Grant is said to have promised
the Academic Board that he will “not
be going softly softly any more” with
cuts in the New Year.

The Distraction

Alex Ashman reports on the burgeoning The ongoing UCL PLC
Academy
nightmare
student-staff cuts fightback across London

UCL is hardly the only London
college to be haunted by the spectre
of redundancies, and much could
be learnt from our local neighbours.
For instance, King’s College is in
the process of “restructuring” to
the tune of 5% job losses per year,
leading students to protest loudly
outside a KCL Council meeting.
Meanwhile, the London College
of Communication suffered a three
day sit-in protest, despite losses there
being less than those now proposed
for UCL.

reported decrease of 2%, with Grant
adding a predicted drop of 10% next
year for good measure. Considering
that the Treasury have since
announced government funding cuts
of 5.6% to be made between 2011
and 2013, the Provost’s 10% now
seems more like an attempt to slash
his own institution.

Though the future looks
bleak for education on Gower
Street, UCL still has plenty of time
for its new academy in the affluent
Swiss Cottage (see CG 19).
Though the site won’t
be operational until September
2011, Vice-provost Michael
Worton recently admitted that the
government’s Building Schools for
the Future programme has made
the application both onerous and
enormously resource intensive.
While the academy itself will
be built through a Private Finance
Initiative, UCL’s commitment to
educating a thousand or so high
school students is already proving
a drain on what College otherwise
presents as limited resources.

Society Bitch
Security costs for the
annual Sports Ball have risen
from £700 to £2000 this year,
amidst allegations of group sex in
the toilets of the Royal National
Hotel at last year’s event. This
year’s event will feature eight
bouncers and two security ‘toilet
attendants’.
Quant Society caused a stir
when they organised an event on
carbon emissions run by Shell,
those well-known experts in
climate change.
Politics
and
Current
Affairs Magazine Society have
completely failed to impress after
being affiliated in March and
publishing nothing at all since.
They have subsequently been
disaffiliated, along with the 2
member strong Albanian Society.

Wednesday 16th December 2009
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STINKER

Normal Price: Only 30p!

Harold Evans Price: Fuck Off

The skidmark that
won’t wash off
Gordo’s
hands:
how
Mandy’s
bowelsbetrayedour
brave boys in Kabul

FROM THOMAS WEBB, OUR CRIME CORRESPONDENT

SHITTY HAND? Disgraced Brown’s faecal smear shame

SICK Gordon Brown, 58, has
issued an open letter of apology to
hero mum Jaqui Janes.

controversy than the original spelling-related
incident after Ms. Jams reported hearing
muffled SPLASHING and GIGGLING in
the background.

Dead letter day

Soiled

In the note, a SHAMED Brown
GROVELS over his apologetic phone call
to Mrs. Janes, 47, following an earlier letter
apologising to the same Jaqui Jones about
her DEAD soldier son Jamie James, 20
(which is how old he was ‘til he got killed).

Leaked confidential CCTV footage has
now shown that Mr. Broon had made the call
from a toilet. Our advanced audio analysis
reveals the splashing to be the sound of Peter
Mandelson’s shit and piss splattering over a
miniature war memorial in the downstairs loo
at No. 10.

The phone call sparked even more

Goardan has written a second letter,
which probably says something or other, but
we can’t read his handwriting.
However, several spelling mistakes are
clearly identifiable, most notably a passage
in which Mr. Brawn manages to misspell
‘Britain’.

Inept
Slaphead journalist Nick Robinson
commented “Why can’t Peter Mandelson
learn to crap quietly, like a normal
heterosexual man?”
Continued Pg.9...

ON PAGE 11: Brave Jade’s Jugs - The Sun remembers Jade Goody with a topless lookalike retrospective
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Golf Whore Syndrome
Sexual transgression is nothing new in golf, says W.R. Glenfiddich
What is the world coming
to? Poor old Tiger Woods has
his Blackberry stolen by his own
wife and all of a sudden golf
becomes front-page news. Can’t
a chap roger a few likely ladies
on the sly without some cad
journalist reducing him to the
level of an immoral lothario?
For years our beloved
sport has been pushing the
boundaries of what one can
rightfully do in the clubhouse.
It was only the other day that I
was reminiscing with my dear
friend Colin Montgomerie over
a G&T in the Glen Eagles bar
about the time when the two
of us double teamed a hooker
on the fourteenth hole at St.

And how about that time
after the Thailand Open when
my dear friend V.J. Singh and
I really showed our golfing
credentials? He shat on a lady
boy’s tits while her sister fondled
my sand wedge. I cracked V.J. a
sly wink as I sunk my ball on
the ninth hole the following
morning. His cheeky crotch
thrust after a sublime little chip
shot spoke volumes.

Well Swung

Andrews. Rollocking good
time it was, but did the Daily
Mail bother to pop a photo of
my four iron wedged up my
Caddy’s arse onto their front
page? Did they fuck!

Those were the glory
days of golf, when one could
pop a rubber johnny over a
rival’s putter and flip him a ‘V’
sign when he noticed, All good
harmless fun, but did some New
York Times hack pester me for

a quote to justify my wanton,
deeply depraved sex life?
Golfers
have
been
breaking down the barriers of
decency for generations. Tiger’s
got as much of a right as any to
dip his wick after a stiff challenge
on the back nine. Those upstart
journalists might not like it but
if you can’t take the heat, as my
dear friend Jack Nicklaus once
told me, stay out of the bunker.
If you want some golfing sauce,
just ask any of the chaps on the
tour- we were all filthy.
W.R. Glenfiddich’s autobiography
‘Between The Holes’ will be
released on December 18th (RRP
£14.99)

Five ways to get the most out
of your copy of The Sanctuary
1.) Use it as a Cheese Grater carry case- You wouldn’t want
your crisp new copy of our humble publication to become
creased or tattered, so why not insert it into the Sanctuary’s
centrefold. You will then be able to easily transport it around
the campus without fear of wind or rain. Simply discard the
carry case upon reaching your destination- they are easily
replaceable at no cost to the reader!
2.) Make a papier mache hand- Because I’m telling you that
you need one. It’s like having another hand, how could you
not want another hand?
3.) Support the UCL Recycling Scheme - and why stop at
just one copy when there are piles of the errant ‘newspaper’
sitting unread in most of UCL’s public spaces, just waiting to
be pulped? If everyone were to take just 10 copies and throw
them in the nearest Recycling bin, we would be able to make
and entirely new tree within a week.
4.) Make a papier mache hand- I know I’ve already done this
one, but think about it….Paper, glue, sculpt, ‘Oh what’s this?
It’s another hand- I am awesome.’
5.) Read it - Judge for yourself that the lack of quality
journalism and satire is frankly embarrassing for such a
widely distributed publication, or that it contains nothing
specifically relevant to a UCL student. Put it down and come
back to what you know: the Cheese Grater marches on. No
sponsors! No Money! No mercy!
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Seasonal Celebrity Playlist
This issue, semi-vegetative Ukrainian war criminal John Demjanjuk takes time out
from his trial - for Holocaust-related crimes - to list his top ten festive favourites

Dear Friends, we have old saying in Ukraine where I am coming from: “A holocaust isn’t
just for Christmas, it’s for life” and that is why I am presenting to you list of favourite
songs to embody joyous spirit of this second-most Anti-Semitic of season! That is not to
say I had anything to do with the brutal and senseless butchering of 29,000 men, women
and children between 1939 and 1945. Enjoy!
1.) Fairytale of Treblinka - The Pogues
2.) Merry Holocaust Everybody - Slade
3.) White peoples’ Christmas – Irving Berlin
4.) All I want for Christmas (is an Aryan World) – Mariah Carey
5.) Mistletoe and War Crimes – Cliff Richard
6.) Rudolf (Hess) the Nazi Reindeer – Johnny Marks
7.) Merry Christmas (The War isn’t over) – John Lennon
8.) Jingle Jewish Jewellery – James Lord Pierpont
9.) I wish it could be a Pogrom every day – Wizzard
10.) It’s beginning to look a lot like Sobibor – Meredith Willson
- Shameless Self-Advertising -

GRATE RADIO
What do you do on a Wednesday
evening? Here’s something better:
Catch The Cheese Grater’s fortnightly
radio show on Rare FM.

The Blair Letters

This week we reveal Tony’s letter to new EU
President Herman van Rompuy
Dear Herman van Rompuy,
Festive greetings my European chum! Below is a list of requests that
I would make to the newly appointed EU President:
1.) Solve world poverty – it’s the only way we’re going to shut
Bono up.
2.) Find out what Luxembourg does.
3.) Make people stop bullying Gordon (jokes!)
4.) Keep changing the requirements for bananas, to piss off the
Daily Mail.
5.) Plough a narrow crevice north from the southern tip of Sweden,
expanding the Baltic (about 80 miles should do), so that the
cock and balls on the EU coins will be complete.
6.) Always wear stilts when dealing with Barack Obama, even
when on the phone.
7.) Invite me to all of your meetings so that I don’t feel left out.
Yours, not bitter at all,

TUNE IN AT 7pm

UCL Lecturers This Christmas
Ever wondered what your tutors get up to during the Christmas
holidays? We sent David Normans to find out
It was three a.m. on a cold night in early
December when I turned up my collar and headed
out in London’s underbelly. My task was to find
and interview some of the University’s top tutors,
and I decided Mile End was the place to start.

an awful lot of ABBA records and a crate of
Carlsberg. He also told me that he’d once received
a two-year suspended sentence for trying to pillage
Whitby. He plans to spend this Yuletide in the
forest working on a long ship. I laughed nervously
and left.

First up was a UCL Chemistry lecturer called
Candice. As I arrived at her corrugated iron shack
in a small area of shrub land just off Bow Road,
I found myself wondering whether this woman
who had just offered me a blowjob for ten pounds
was really a UCL lecturer.
Perhaps my contact on the bus had
misunderstood the discourse I gave on
buckminsterfullerene. Then again, Belle de Jour.
At any rate, she claimed she could be an academic
for the right price. I informed her that tuition fees
would most likely be increased in the near future. I
found her Christmas plans fairly depressing, as her
family are dead.
My next stop was a man who went by

Finally I decided to pay a visit to James
Fractal, a PhD student and tutor in the Mathematics
department. However, I spoke to James’ mother
for the majority of my visit; with her lush brown
hair, hourglass figure and buxom chest she was a
pleasing distraction.

“Looking for a good time?” “That depends
on the philosophical categories by which
you define an aesthetic as positive or
negative. Let’s discuss it over a blow job.”
the name Rurik Guthrum, a senior lecturer in
the Scandinavian Studies department. Initially I
thought it was a wind-up, mind you he did have

My hopes were raised briefly when I found
out her husband had died in a car crash, but she
then told me she had settled down with a lawyer
and the two of them were to spend the Christmas
period in his parents’ cottage in Cumbria (‘If it’s
still there!’ I quipped). When I realised there was
no chance of me getting any play I made a fast exit;
her son had the personality of a frying pan and I
had to get back for the start of lectures.
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A Handle On The Scandal
The Cheese Grater celebrates its imminent Libel protection in style
Last week the UCL Union
announced that it plans to take the
unprecedented step of spending
some money on The Cheese Grater
magazine, insuring us against libel
court cases at the cost of £1500.
We don’t understand why this
was necessary but, to celebrate
our newfound freedom, here is a
list of deliberately defamatory and
slanderous statements:
Coca-Cola started the AIDS
epidemic in the Nineteen-Eighties
because gay men don’t drink enough
soda. Several spokesmen from the
company have strenuously denied
the accusation, but it is definitely true.
The Queen of England,
Elizabeth II, has been dead for ten

only denies the Holocaust, but is also
believed to question the existence of
Kent. When pushed by our reporters
he said, ‘I’ll believe it when I see it.’

“Kent is really creepy”
years. Our sources tell us that she
choked on a biscuit in 1999 and was
replaced by a confused pensioner
from Stoke. The entire Royal Family
is involved in the conspiracy, except
for Prince Charles, who hasn’t
noticed.
BNP leader Nick Griffin not

Suave thespian Kenneth
Branagh shot a man in March 2003.
He shot him in the head and the
man died soon after in a branch of
Curry’s. Sources suggest that Branagh
thought the man was a reincarnation
of playwright William Shakespeare.
He also believed to have written and
co-directed three snuff movies.
Italian
Prime
Minister
Silvio Berlusconi uses his Milanese
Mafia Connections to cover up
his involvement in Iran’s Nuclear
Programme. The lecherous leader
is believed to give them ‘a bloody

good price’ on enriched Uranium.
We might need more than legal
protection on this one.
Tom Cruise is, indeed, a gay
man. A deleted scene from Mission
Impossible III shows him having unsimulated sex with Philip Seymour
Hoffman and an unnamed member
of the production team. The clip
was deemed to be ‘too much’ for the
DVD extras.

The following people are perverts:
Tim Henman, Chris Evans,
Lenny Henry, Andy McNab, Ian
Brodie from The Lightening Seeds,
Shirley Bassey, Donald Sutherland,
Kiefer Sutherland, ABBA in general
and Sir Terry Wogan.

Barking Up The Wrong Tree
“Un-London” Borough to be ejected from the city
Claude McNab
London councils last night voted by an
overwhelming majority to remove the borough of
Barking from the city.

was generally met with praise from opinion
formers in the media. ‘I can’t stand the sight of it,’
claimed Michael Winner, ‘and it gets in the way
when you drive to Southwold.’

The move is the culmination of several
months of pressure from councillors, MPs and the
media, who saw the borough as bringing down
the tone. More seriously, widespread poverty and
support for the British National Party in parts of
the borough are seen by some as marking the area
out as fundamentally un-London.

At this stage Barking will remain in its present
location. However, Minister for London Tessa
Jowell is expected to announce today tentative
plans for the eventual relocation of the borough.
No new location has been confirmed but Barking
is widely expected to be placed somewhere in the
North.
‘Barking is ugly, dreary, shit, poor and full
of unemployed white racists, and is therefore by
definition Northern’, confirmed a spokesman for
the Mayor of London. George Osborne’s Tatton
constituency, the third richest in the country,
located just outside Manchester, is widely expected
to take Barking’s place.

Writing in the Evening Standard, Crispin
Smith-Mandolin argued: ‘London does not
contain racists and has no problems with the
decline of British manufacturing. Barking contains
racists and suffers from the decline of British
manufacturing. Therefore Barking is not in
London. QED.’
The move to expel Barking from London

Indeed it is hoped that the relocation of
Barking will make newspaper political graphics

Barking & Dagenham: SHIT
easier to create. After the Tories win next year’s
election the map of England will simply consist of
one red half and one blue half.
The move has however met with criticism
from some. Jack Straw has previously argued
that politicians should try to reach out to ‘guys
with England flag stickers on the back of their
Mondeos.’ David Cameron was planning to
respond with a statement saying ’fuck you, you
Northern monkey’, but he was stabbed to death
on the night bus home to the most socially divided
borough in the country. Fortunately, no one did
anything to save him.
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